“40 years a dream, today, a reality…”
It has been over 40 years since Toshiba introduced the world’ s first optical cartridge, a groundbreaking concept that captured the hearts and imaginations of passionate audio lovers.
These early designs showed us that a phono cartridge system which was completely free of magnets
and their inherent negative side effects utilized an incredibly low mass generator design and also
featured the simplest and cleanest possible electronic circuitry, could deliver overwhelming advantages in vinyl playback when compared to traditional phono cartridge technology.
DS Audio, inspired by these original optical designs and filled with a deep love and passion for
music, has gone on to perfect and realize the true potential of optical cartridge technology. We have
carefully and thoughtfully reimagined the optical cartridge using modern technological solutions,
expanding on the benefits whilst eliminating the flaws present in the original optical designs.
We proudly present our range of optical cartridge systems, from the DS-E1, offering unbelievable
performance and sharing many design elements pioneered in its stablemates, to the DS Master1,
our flagship model which we believe represents the pinnacle of analogue vinyl reproduction.
We would be honored if you would join us and experience for yourself the wonder of what is truly
possible in the realm of vinyl reproduction at the highest level.
DS Audio CEO Tetsuaki Aoyagi

DS Audio Flagship model “”Master 1”
Writing a new chapter in the history of Analog Music.

Car tr idge

DS Master1 Optical Cartridge

DS Master1 Equalizer for Optical Cartridge

Signal output
Channel separation
Weight
Output signal level
Canti-lever
Body material
Needle pressure
Stylus

Output voltage
Output impedance
Pre amp input impedance
Input terminal
Output terminal

Photo-electric Conversion
25db more（1KHz）
8.1g
50mV more
Sapphire
Ultra duralumin
1.6g〜1.8g(1.7g is recommended)
Micro Ridge

Size
Weight

500mV(1kHz)
RCA 120Ω XLR 600Ω
More than 10kΩ
RCA terminal
RCA terminal×3,
XLR terminal×3
W43.6cm×H16.1cm×D39.5cm
24.0kg

Equalizer

Sapphire cantilever with micro-ridge stylus

Overwhelmingly high rigidity

Dual mono circuit

Fully balanced XLR output

Hand-made in Japan circuit board

The micro-ridge stylus of the DS Master1
features a minimum-curvature radius and
is mounted to a sapphire cantilever.
The super low mass optical generator,
which eliminates the need for magnets and
coils as found in conventional phono
cartridges, is free of ultra-sonic ringing.
These features allow the Master1 to
reproduce every element of musical
information with stunning nuances and
brilliant detail, redefining flagship-level
performance.

Advanced Material Science was employed
throughout the development phase of the
DS Master1. No detail was overlooked.
Over the past two years, all aspects of the
design and components have been re-evaluated to ensure the highest rigidity possible
in the Master1 cartridge.
From its Ultra-duralumin body to its
amethyst power indicator window,
we have carefully selected each material
and component to ensure that the DS
Master1 represents a phono cartridge of the
highest quality.

The DS Master1’ s matching equalizer
features expertly designed, fully discrete
dual-mono analog circuits with three
independent power supplies.
Each channel of the Master1 equalizer has
its own discrete power supply to deliver
more than ample power, with the third
power supply dedicated to the DS Master1
cartridge’s LED optical drive system.
This solution delivers unparalleled performance.

Offering a choice of outputs and low
frequency response options, the DS
Master1 equalizer features three sets of
RCA and XLR outputs and three separate
low frequency cut-off points.
Each low frequency contour is accessed by
its own dedicated single-ended RCA or
balanced XLR output for a total of six sets of
dual-mono outputs, providing ultimate
flexibility.

Every component part used in our products
is tested and evaluated by our expert
Japanese technicians.
In addition to using a specially printed
circuit board, twist-connection of the component legs is further evidence of DS Audio’ s
excellent attention to detail.
Each and every product is hand-made and
quality assured by our skilled engineers.

Our latest addition, recipient of
‘The world’s best cartridge award’

C a r tr id ge

DS-W2 Optical Cartridge
Signal output
Channel separation
Weight
Output signal level
Canti-lever
Body material
Needle pressure
Stylus

DS-W2 Equalizer for Optical Cartridge
Photo-electric Conversion
25db more（1KHz）
8.1g
50mV more
Boron
Aluminum
1.6g〜1.8g(1.7g is recommended)
Micro Ridge

Output voltage
Output impedance
Pre amp input impedance
Input terminal
Output terminal
Size
Weight

500mV(1kHz)
RCA 120Ω XLR 600Ω
More than 10kΩ
RCA terminal
RCA terminal×2,
XLR terminal×2
W43cm×H10.7cm×D38.4cm
12.0kg

E q u a lize r

World beating optical cartridge technology

Boron Cantilever with Micro-ridge stylus

Upgraded equalizer featuring a sophisticated power supply

Fully balanced XLR output

Hand-made in Japan circuit board

The DS-W2 is the successor to our DS-W1
optical cartridge design, which was awarded the title of world's best phono cartridge
by two major audio magazines in Germany:
Stereo and Audio. This praise helped to
establish the popularity of our unique
technology, setting a high standard and
paving the way for further development.
The extensive advancements and
refinements of the DS-W2 design have
resulted in performance that is far in excess
of the already impressive DS-W1.

The DS-W2 is equipped with a boron
cantilever and Micro-Ridge stylus
representing a further upgrade from the
Shibata stylus used on its predecessor
DS-W1.
This combination precisely traces the record
groove and yields the utmost quality of
sonic reproduction.
A hand-crafted, “Natural Rose quartz” LED
indicator adds an eye-catching detail to this
unique piece of audio technology.

The DS-W2 equalizer houses 12 large capacitors, each with 56000μF capacity; more than
those normally found in a phono pre-amplifier. In use, the benefits of this design choice are
obvious, with fantastic musical control and an effortless presentation. A 1.5mm thick pure
copper plate bus-bar is employed to connect these capacitors, ensuring maximum power
transfer. This also functions as a shielding plate for the transformer, revealing more low-level musical detail.
All of the improvements of the DS-W2 equalizer have created a component three times
larger than the predecessor DS-W1, and sonic performance is of an even greater magnitude. The result is ultimate enjoyment from your record collection.
Expect to hear more from DS Audio.

Offering a choice of outputs and low
frequency response options, the DS-W2
preamp/equalizer features two sets of RCA
and XLR outputs and two separate low
frequency cut-off points.

Every component part used in our products
is tested and evaluated by our expert
Japanese technicians.
In addition to using a specially printed
circuit board, twist-connection of the component legs is further evidence of DS Audio’ s
excellent attention to detail.
Each and every product is hand-made and
quality assured by our skilled engineers.

The spiritual successor to the DS001,
our original optical cartridge design.

Cartr idge

DS002 Optical Cartridge
Signal output
Channel separation
Weight
Output signal level
Canti-lever
Body material
Needle pressure
Stylus

DS002 Equalizer for Optical Cartridge
Photo-electric Conversion
25db more（1KHz）
8.1g
50mV more
Aluminum
Aluminum
1.6g〜1.8g(1.7g is recommended)
Shibata

Output voltage
Output impedance
Pre amp input impedance
Input terminal
Output terminal
Size
Weight

500mV(1kHz)
RCA 120Ω
More than 10kΩ
RCA terminal
RCA terminal×2
W31.0cm×H9.2cm×D23.5cm
4.7kg

Equalizer

Using vibration system of the same design
as DS Master 1 and DS-W2

Aluminum Cantilever with Shibata stylus

Enhanced power supply circuit

Add shield mechanism

Hand-made in Japan circuit board

DS002 has a wire suspension mechanism
which is the same design as DS Master 1
and DS-W 2 By implementing it, you
realize high channel separation and stable
music playback.
Moreover, by arranging the position of the
slit at the position close to the needle point,
it is possible to retrieve information with
higher freshness.

Like the more expensive DS Audio cartridges, the DS 002 cartridge body is machined
from aluminum and echoes their distinctive
design for best optical performance. The DS
002 features an aluminum cantilever and
classic Shibata stylus to accurately
reproduce the music recorded on the vinyl
record album.

When designing the DS 002, we carefully
evaluated each component of the
preamp/equalizer. The updated power
supply is a key part in the new design. To
ensure a high-quality power source for the
preamp/equalizer, ten 33000μF capacitors
are used, providing effortless power for the
highest level of sound quality.

For outstanding signal-to-noise performance, we have incorporated a special
shielding structure in the preamp/equalizer
design of the DS 002. This shield both
isolates internal noise from the power
supply while also blocking external RF and
other environmental noise. The shield is
1.5mm thick and covers the entire
transformer, which ensures the best
signal-to-noise performance of the DS 002
preamp/equalizer.

Every component part used in our products
is tested and evaluated by our expert
Japanese technicians.
In addition to using a specially printed
circuit board, twist-connection of the component legs is further evidence of DS Audio’ s
excellent attention to detail.
Each and every product is hand-made and
quality assured by our skilled engineers.

Vertical pin structure achieves uniform pressure of electrical
contacts. Contact surface stabilized by spherical washer

The ST-50 Stylus cleaner is equipped with a
micro-dust cleaning gel specially designed
for laboratory clean- room applications.

DS Audio Stylus Cleaner

The ST-50’ s cleaning gel is made of a urethane resin developed
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clean rooms. Extremely effective cleaning properties are required

Solid Head Shell

Before

specially for the purpose of atmospheric micro-dust control in
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to meet the specified standards for such applications. The ST-50
gives you the very best in stylus cleaning performance.
After

Conventional head shells have the connecting pin attached only to the upper side,
causing uneven contact pressure between the arm and the head shell.
However, the HS-001 Solid Head Shell adopts both an upper and lower pin structure,
equalizing the pressure on the contacts and applying force evenly across the connection
to the tonearm.
Moreover, by using the spherical head shell washer developed by DS Audio independently
at the contact point with the tonearm, stable contact is achieved over the entire circumference of the contact point, providing improved stability and resonance control.

Many stylus cleaners apply excessive force to the stylus and cantilever during the cleaning process. The DS Audio ST-50 cleans
your stylus at the tracking force set on the tone arm.

Third-party head shell

HS-001

Head shell washer

ST-50 Stylus cleaner
Size
Weight
Gel size
Case material

L42mm×W42mm×H13mm
28g
L28mm×W28mm×H3mm
Aluminum（Nickel treatment）

Top class materials incorporated into a fantastic new design
Optimize your vinyl playback system and enjoy
the highest levels of aural satisfaction. This
exclusive design will complement your audio
system, an essential for all vinyl audio fanatics.

Machined Ultra Duraluminum

The casing is crafted from an aluminum block
before being carefully buffed to perfection. It is
then nickel-plated and the precision laser cut
markings and leather cushion are installed.
The finished article is a beautiful item that
reflects the high quality standards DS Audio
represents.

Washable Urethane Cleaning
Gel

HS-001 Solid head shell
Material

Ultra duralumin

Connector part

Aluminum

Connector terminal

Gold plating

Connector terminal

Gold plating

External dimensions

H 21 × W 40 × D 55 mm

Weight approx

10.5 g (excluding shell lead wire)

(excluding connector part and protrusion part)

Shell lead wire

The DS Audio ST-50 gives you the best stylus
cleaning per formance ever y time. T he
urethane gel is washable and re-usable. Simply
rinse it gently under tap water and let it dry
for 30 minutes at room temperature. Its cleaning performance will be completely renewed.

DS Audio precision machines each
HS-001 out of a solid billet of duralumin
for the ultimate in rigidity and
resonance control.

Screw

Litz wire 4N φ 0.08 x 10 x 3 yore rings
Stainless steel bolt
M 2.6 L 8 × 2, M 2.6 L 12 × 2

Hand soldered Litz signal leads
After extensive listening tests within
the company, DS Audio chose a Japanese
made Litz wire. Further advances were
realized by hand soldering this delicate
lead wire to preserve signal integrity for
the optimal in sound performance. (Lead
wires and connector parts are available
unsoldered as well, by dealer request.)

www.ds-audio.biz

